
Visual Storytelling & Timelines
OCTOBER 11, 2016



Tonight
1. Historical narrative

2. Visual storytelling

3. Review of Timeline project assignment (due Oct. 24th) 
4. Introduction to Timeline JS.







Historical Narrative
Good storytelling lies at the heart of most the compelling 
history.
Who 
Where
When
What happens to them? What is the significance of that?
Why does it matter? What is the larger context?



Narrative History Assignments
According to your reading from “Writing on History”, CUNY ----

Narrative history generally follows an established order:
1. introduce the topic;
2. establish a broader context, to show that the events in the story 

did not happen in a vacuum;
3. place the relevant events into chronological order;
4. explain each one briefly, and; 
5. draw conclusion about insights or larger lessons from the events.





Book of the Dead. Detail of Papyrus 
the Hunter (c 1275 BCE). This is the 

weighing of his heart. 



Amphora by Exekias –
Achilles and Ajax playing a 
board game. c 540-530 BC



The Battle of Hastings, c 1070s





Create your own visual narrative
Find five images or events related to your trial. Try to 
arrange them to tell a story. 

We’ll discuss:
◦What images did you choose?
◦What story did you attempt to tell?



Battle of Gettysburg



Timeline Project



Next Week
1. Copyright and Ethics. 

2. Licensing options.

3. We’ll look at the ethics of some digital history sites.

4. Questions and troubleshooting the timelines.

… Before class:

A short overview on Copyright from Cornell Law School. Read an article about Micky Mouse and 
his relationship to our existing copyright law and the concept of the public domain. 
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